Summerlong

In the sweltering heat of one summer in
Grinnell, Iowa, Claire and Don Lowry
discover that married life can fall apart
seemingly overnight. Don, the towns most
successful real-estate agent, is hiding the
fact that their home is in foreclosure from
his wife, Claire. She has secrets of her
own: shes bored, lonely and lusts after
Charlie Gulliver, a failed actor who has
returned home to sort out his fathers
affairs. As the summer lingers and the
temperature rises, the towns adults grow
wilder and more reckless while their
children grow increasingly confused.
Claire, Don, and their neighbours and
friends find themselves on an existential
odyssey, exploring the most puzzling
quandaries of marriage and maturity. When
does a fantasy become infidelity? When
does happy routine become boring
monotony? Can Claire and Don survive
everything that befalls them in this one
summer, forgive their mistakes, and begin
again? Summerlong is a deft and hilarious
exploration of the simmering tensions
beneath the surface of a contented marriage
that explode in the bedrooms and
backyards of a small town over the course
of a long, hot summer.

Summerlong has 908 ratings and 279 reviews. Carol. said: Peter S. Beagle has long been one of my favorite authors. It is
not that I love everything he wr Dean Bakopoulos darkly humorous novel Summerlong features a cast of Midwestern
suburbanites suffocating from adulthood. If you like buzzy restaurants with loud music and no air-conditioning, you
will like Summerlong, a Mediterranean-style eatery with a beach vibeUnit 01-04, 60 Robertson Quay. The Quayside,
Singapore 238252, Singapore. All reviews brunch hummus octopus burratina trout lamb burger sardines striploin
labneh garlic prawns fritters robertson quay mediterranean food lamb spring rolls casual vibe sweet potato portions are
small.Summerlong offers savory Mediterranean cuisine at The Quayside in Robertson Quay, Singapore. See menus,
reviews, pictures and make an online reservationOne In The Bag by SummerLong, released 24 October 2015 1. Teacher
2. Dont Cage The Seeds 3. One In A Million (Acoustic) 4. Tide SummerLongs debut EP.Summer-long definition:
lasting all summer Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Summerlong [Peter S. Beagle] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. A rare story of summer that feels like the summerlike dreamy intenseSummerlong,
Singapore. 2315 likes 69 talking about this 1754 were here. A beach vibe with a mediterranean soul awesome place to
hang out andsummerlong (not comparable). Extending throughout a summer quotations ?. 2007 August 3, Mary M.
Chapman, Growing Pains for a Yearly Tribute to Classic A city beach dining concept in Robertson Quay seems a little
far-fetched, but Summerlong has done just that. The concept, brought togetherThe Long Islands (Langoyene) is Oslos
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old landfill and a popular recreational area. It is also the only place reachable with the city ferries where you can camp.
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